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SD ATTENDANCE

A. Terms of reference

1. The Conference on Industry .-nd ^iti^nce met at the headquarters of ECA

in Addis .^baba, Ethiopia, from 25 to 27 K-^rch 1968, in accordance with

the decisions taken at the eighth session of the Economic Commission for

Africa by its resolution 153(VIIl) which requested the Executive Secretary

"tc initiate immediate consultdtions with African Governments and

donor countries for the setting-up of sub-regional industrial informa

tion and promotion centres to adviso member States on the execution,

of the necessary feasibility and investment studies, negotiations on

multinational projects, and on techniques for combining most effec

tively the various sources of capital and types of management needed

for the development and execution of an investment programme."

B» Attendance

2. The meeting was attended by delegates from the following member States;

Burundi, the Central African Republic, the Republic of the Congo, the

Democratic Eepublic of the Congo, Ethiopia, Ghana, Ivory Coast_, Kenya,

Libya, Morocco, Nigeria, Somalia, the Sudan, Tunisia, Uganda and the United

Arab. ..cie.p.ublic... Malawi participated as an observer.

3. The following associate member States were represented^ Equatorial

Guinea'and Spain.

4. Representatives from the following industrialized countries participated:

Canada, Czechoslovakia, the federal Republic of Germany, Hungary, India,

Israel, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Sweden, the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom, the United States of ^merica and

Yugoslavia.

5. The following United Nations bodies were represented: the International

Labour Organization, the Food and Agriculture Organization, the United

Nations Development Programme and the United Nations Industrial Development

Organization.

6. Representatives from the following inter-governmental organizations

participated* the European Economic Community, the European Investment

Bank, the Maghreb Permanent Consultative Committee and the Business and

Industrial Advisory Committee to OSCD.



7« The following non-g^vernmnntal organizations were represented! thn

Afro-Asian Organization for Economic Co-operation and the International

Association for the Promotion and Protection of Private Foreign Investments.

8. Chambers of Commerce in the Republic of the Congo, Ethiopia, Ghana, Mali,

Togo and Nigeria were represented.

9- A list of participants is attached as annex to this report.

10. The agenda is reproduced in annex .

D*. Organization of the work:

11. Mr. Allison Ayida, Chairman of the eighth session of the Economic

Commission for Africa, and Permanent Secretary in the Ministry of Industries

of the Federal Republic of ITigeria, acted as Chairman of the conference.

12. Documents prepared by the EGA secretariat were presented to the con

ference. They are listed in annex •

13. The main discussion centred on the document, A Scheme for Sub-regional

Industrial Promotion Centres in Africa (IND/IF.2/WP/2). The conference

afforded a frank exchange of views on the operation, functions, financing,

and staffing of sub-regional industrial promotion centres.
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PART II

ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS

Opening meeting

14- The formal opening of the conference took place on Monday 25 March at

• 3.00 p.m. in the Plenary Chamber of Africa Hall under the chairmanship

of Mr. Allison Ayida, Chairman of the eighth session of ECA. The opening

address was delivered "by H.E. Ato Abebe Retta, Minister of Commerce and

Industry in the Imperial Ethiopian Government.

15. After welcoming participants to Ethiopia, and expressing the belief

that their deliberations would bring about an accelerated industrial de

velopment in the continent of Africa, the Minister observed that African

countries were very much interested in collaborating with industrialists and

financiers who would be willing.to enter into long-term econoraio partner

ship. As an example of this long-term co-operation industrialists should be

willing to set aside a reasonable proportion of their profits for reinvestment.

16- An important aspect of development was that, financiers and industrialists

from developed countries should direct their efforts to the establishment of

export-oriefnted processing and manufacturing enterprises where, in co-operation

with local enterprise, they would have special advantages in operating units

and in marketing products,

17' While recognizing that technical know-how and entrepreneurial skills

were essential factors of production, the Minister expressed the view that,

African countries could not afford to postpone industrial devebpment until

such skills had been developed and that these should be transferred during

the working process itself,

19. It was an important objective of the conference to assist in channelling

the limited technical, entrepreneurial and financial resources into viable

industrial projects.

19- The Chairman then called upon H.E. Mr. Diallo Telli, Secretary-General of

the Organization of African Unity, to address. He stressed the importance

wlich his organisation attached to the meeting and their intention of con

tinuing to work closely with the ECA on this and other matters of economic

policy. He complimented the secretariat on their work and pointed out that

while the OAU was fully committed to the multinational approach their work

in this field, through their Economic and Social Division, was complementary

to that of the secretariat.
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20. The Chairman's opening statement which followed dealt with the problems

of industrial development in Africa and with the need to make the maximum.

use of their own human and natural resources. He drew special attention to • *

two pro;blems, first,- the smallness of national markets and, secondly, the *

shortage of capital, funds* In regard to the first of these the ECA had demon

strated the economic benefits of co-operation and some multinational group

ings were already in operation. With regard to the second, African countries were

making considerable efforts to create an appropriate investment climate and

win the confidence of investors. The relatively faster rate of industrial

growth in Africa was an evidence.

21. Two essential facts should be recognized in appraising this relatively

faster rate of growth in the last decade. First, that it started from a low

level and, secondly, that it was unbalanced,- being largely confined to light

industry supplying consumer goods. Over the last three years there had been

a welcome trend towards investment in intermediate and capital goods in

dustries but their progress depended mainly on the establishment of multi

national and sub-regional industries. It was the object of the conference

to set up machinery which would promote the establishment of such industries, :

provisional

22. Referring to item 2 of the/agenda the Chairman -proposed that in view

of the shortness of the meeting it was not necessary to elect officers and -•■■

that they should proceed with the business of the conference. . The secretariat

would produce a record of the discussions and this record would form the .- .,

report. With this proviso the agenda was adopted and the Chairman called on

the Executive Secretary of the ECA to make a statement.

23. Mr, Gardiner recalled that, the conference was called in response to

a directive from the Commission that, consultations should be initiated with

African Governments and representatives of industrialized countries, for the

setting up of sub-regional industrial promotion centres.

24« He pointed out that, from its earliest days, the secretariat had ad

vocated a sub-regional approach to industrialization and that the first steps

in this direction had revealed the need to prepare a comprehensive plan for

the industrialization of the continent and to provide machinery tj facilitate

negotiations on the location of industries and the removal of trade barriers.

The various documents circulated to the meeting showed what progress had been

made on these two issues.
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25- " He asked the conference to concentrate its attention on the document

entitled A Scheme for Sub-regional Industrial Promotion Centres; This

document set out in broad terms the principal aspects involved in the estab

lishment of these centres and was meant to facilitate discussion and a free

and frank exchange of views. There must be some system which would ensure the

orderly progress from project identification through the search for financing

to complete execution and the various elements out of which such a system

could be built were represented at the meeting.

26. QBOeral statements were then heard from the representatives of the ON3?P,

UKIDO and Afro-Asian Organization for Economic Co-operation.

27. The representative of the UNBP expressed the view that this conference

would once more provide an opportunity of informing African countries on the

types of assistance available to them. It was, however, impossible to pro

vide all the assistance required from government sources and recourse must

be had to private finance. In this regard the availability of sound feasibility

studies was vital and the centres would play a useful role. He expressed

the view that the catalogue of activities allocated to the centres might be

limited in certain respects and that their relation with the Councils of Ministers

was not clear. It was also must important to avoid duplication of effort in

this field.

28. The representative of the UKTDO pointed out that, to maintain a

rate of growth of 6 to 7 per cent it was necessary to invest from 18 to 20

per cent of the national product but that, in fact, the current rate of

savings in developing countries averaged only about 10 to 12 per cent. UNIDO

was therefore making efforts to help1 these countries to obtain finance and

was giving particular emphasis on the provision of consultative service to

the promotion of institutions for. this purpose. It was important that there

should be1an integration of effort in this field and UNIDO supported the pro

posal to establish industrial promotion centres in this context.-
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29. The representative of the Afro-Asian Organization for Economic Co

operation welcomed the initiative of the ECA in calling the conference and

said that the proposed setting up of industrial promotion centres offered a

close parallel to the activities carried out by his organization. Their member- "

ship related to National Federation of, Chambers of Commerce and Industry and as

such they attached the greatest importance to the current proposals. They

had found it desirable.to rely primarily on self-help and to a secondary ex

tent on mutual assistance at the sub-regional level- External aid was no

substitute for this but was a valuaMe supporting factor..

30, The Chairman pointed out that items 3S .4 and 5 of the agenda were

background documents and suggested that for the rest of the day they should

hear general comments on these documents and on statements already made. They

should reserve detailed comments for discussion of item 6 the following day.

31. The representative of the United Kingdom, recalling the previous meeting,

.said that they had been.asked to specify what was necessary to attract the

foreign investor. His view was that a good project, would never, go short

of investment capital- . .

32-- He considered that the'secretariat had'done valuable work in demonstrating

the need for a sub-regional approach and it would be a major point of interest

to see how the African Governments were proposing to implement this*. The

ground had been-cleared, but the industrialized countries could not dictate the

method of industrialisation to be adopted,. Investors in the United, kingdom,were

ready to make their contribution when the opportunity for investment, had been

clearly stated* . . .

33- : The representative of the Congo (Brazzaville) referred to the- work currently

being undertaken in'the UBEAC, in particular the multinational refinery.at

Port Gen til, and the establishment of an industrial promotion dentil and'ex-^

pressed the view that the conference would be extremely useful in facilitating

the multinational approach. ' ■■.'.-.
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A Scheme for the Creation of Sub-regional Industrial Promotion Centres

in Africa

34. The discussion of the document, "A Scheme for Sub-regional Industrial

Promotion Centres in Africa" (iND/lF.2/Wj?/2) commenced with introductory

remarks on behalf of the secretariat. Various steps involved in the

preparation of the paper, such as the collection of information about

the existing industrial promotion machinery operating in the different

countries and examination of tho information by an experienced official

of an international financial corporation, were enumerated and the main

features of the proposals evolved by the secretariat were presented. It

was emphasized that the secretariat viewed the document as a basis for

free and full discussion.

35. Most participants (from African countries) accepted the need for sub-

regional industrial promotion centres as having been established by the

relevant resolution of the Lagos (eighth) session of the Commission. Two

delegations were of the view that the general paucity of financial resources

and limitations on the availability of personnel in the countries of Africa,

would lead to ineffective functioning on the part of the IPC's. It was

feared that the proposed IPC's. will duplicate some of the activities to bo

undertaken by the secretariat of the sub-rogional economic communities and

it was urged that either the LCA or the proposed sub-regional secretariats

could adequately perform tho tasks set forth for the IPC's. Almost all the

participants from the investor countries felt that tho determination of the

proper promotion machinery lay entirely and exclusively with tho Governments

of African countries.

36. Several larger issues were deemed relevant by the participants and

as such were placed before the meeting. Thus, the need for a restructuring

of current patterns of trade by the developed countries in favour of

developing countries was urged, and a case made for enhancing the export

potential of traditional raw materials (by further manufacture or processing

in the countries of origin). In the view of one participant, the development

of entirely new manufactured products for export to the developed countries

was a promising field of endeavour, if such manufacture was undertaken on

the basis of joint ventures with knowledgeable partners from the developed

countries. In another view, the current paucity of resources for investment

in Africa was a direct result of the colonial heritage, enhanced further by



the continual withdrawal of profits and capital from the developing

countries by expatriate investors. In this view, an enlarged state •

sector and state control of industry wore essential elements in the

attainment of real economic development in the countries of Africa.

The -aib-regional approach

37. The general acceptance of the need for a sub-regional approach

in major sectors of industry was elaborated in various directions.

Firstly, the need for a sub-regional point of view (as distinct from

the individual points of view of the countries involved) was largely

accepted, although it was recognized that intergovernmental differences,

the possibility of differences about the desirability of locations on

the part of prospective investors, difficulties in arriving at the

required guarantees about markets and in the actual implementation of

agreed projects wore facts of life and would have to be faced as such.

Secondly, it was pointed out that the sub-regional communities proposed

by the 110A had not made the desired progress, and as a consequence, the

IPCs would not bo in a position to function effectively. Thirdly, it was

felt that the BCA document concerned itself exclusively with the guarantees,

incentives and protection needed by the foreign investor. As such, it

ignored the possibility of wrongful exploitation by foreign investors,

particularly large international cartels, of African countries. In this

context, the fear was expressed that the proposed overseas offices and

the unavoidable (in the initial stages, at any rate) preponderance of

expatriates among the staff of the IPO's might prove focal points of

undesirable influences in decision-making. Fourthly, the meeting was

of the view that one sub-regional IPG was adequate in each sub-region,

although in actual practice somo flexibility might be called for. Fifthly,

it was felt that the proposed scope of the 'activities of the IFC's was

too large, both in relation to the proposed staff resources and in

relation to advisory and planning functions. It was the general consensus

that the IPC should undertake- the advisory functions but the executive

functions should bo carried out by the relevant organs of the sub-regional

communities. Sixthly, the meeting was of the view that the IPC should

function as a major channel of communication between the African Governments

and potential investors, and not as an exclusive channel. Seventhly,
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stress was laid on the noud for arriving at quick decisions on the part

, of the sub-regional machinery, if the IFOTs wore to be truly effective.

Finally, it was emphasized that the sub-regional IPO should concentrate

on thL. twin tasks of information and promotion and should not generally

be involved in carrying, out detailed feasibility studies. The latter

task, it was suggested, could more appropriately be left to the

prospective investor who, in any case, would want to carry out his own

feasibility study "before agreeing to invest.

The relationship of the XPC to national promotion agencies

38. The consensus was that the IPC's should be supplemental to and not

substitutivc of the effort made by national promotion agencies. The

latter needed to be strengthened, and several constructive suggestions,

based on the experience of the Afro-Asian Organization for Economic

Co-operation, wore offered in this connexion*

Overseas offices

39. The Electing emphasized the need for a gradual, slow approach to the

sotti'ng Up of' overseas offices. Some doubts were raised about the utility

of having those offices at all, and it was suggested that the functions

' assigned to them could perhaps be better performed by the African Develop

ment Bank and other development banks. Some participants thought that

the correspondents in developed countries could also assist in the main

function proposed for the overseas offices, namely, the establishment of

cbritaci with potential''investors". ■

Personnel

40.. It was suggested .that developing countries with a longer industrial

history might constitute one useful source of staffing, with possibly

greater awareness of the techno-economic modifications required for

industrial development in tht-; African context.

Co-operation with international agencies .

41. The representatives of the ILu, FAO, and AFRASLC explained the

activities of their respective organizations and generally assured the

support of their organizations for the activities of any sub-regional

machinery for industrial promotion which might be eventually set up.

The uiueting laid stress on the- need for utilizing the facilities and

expertise of the UNIDU, the UNDP and the ADB, among others.
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Preliminary estimates of expenditure

42. The first figures sot out in the document were generally regarded

as modest. At tho same time, it was recognized that the level of

expenditure will be determined, in tho main, by tho range of activities

and the size of the staff. Various ways of economizing expenditure -

more intensive use of the correspondents, strong links with the UNIDO,

restriction of technological and engineering staff to minimal levels,

the uso of liiCA facilities, the diversion of some functions to the ADB,

among others - were indicated.

Specific offers of assistance

43. The following specific offers of assistance were made or reiterated,

and should be followed up b,> tho secretariat.

(1) The delegate of tho Democratic Republic of tho Congo reiterated,

in principle, the offer originally made at Lagos btl his Government,

of tho sorvicos of the Centre for Industrial Research attached to

the University at Kinshasa.

(2) The representative of the Afrioan-Amcrioan Chamber of Commerce (USA)

indicated that technical assistance personnel could be made

available b^ thu USAID for specific projects for short periods.

He also pointed out that the iixecutive Peace Corps (of retired

executives) might bo in a position to offer the services of some

executives on a longer term basis as well. Tho representative

of the African-American Chamber of Commerce alao draw,attention to

the now, experimental Inter-American Investment Centre established

in Now York to facilitate tho setting up of joint ventures in

South American countries. If desired, his organization would bo

willing to recommend tho setting up of a similar centre for

similar projects in Africa, along with tho required initial ■

financing, to tho USAID,

(3) The participants from Swodun indicated tho possibility of

favourable consideration by tho Government of Sweden of a request

for finance to support somu of the activities allied to tho IFC's.

(4) A similar offer was forthcoming from the participants from tho

Federal Republic of Germany.
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Suggestions

44* The following suggestions were considered by the Conference

luring the examination of ECA document "A Scheme for Sub-regional

Industrial Promotion Centres in Africa"(E*D/lF,2/iJp/2»)

(a) In keeping with resolutions of the General Assembly and the

special responsibilities with which UNIDO is charged, any

arrangement made within the context of this Conference must

be conceived as part of the scheme and programme of UHIDOS

(b) The proposed sub-regional industrial promotion centres should

be viewed as a principal United Nations instrument in dealing

with requests for help from multinational groupings in the

matter of industrial promotion. The number of such centres

should be one in each sub-region, to be established as the

conditions of the development of sub-regional machinery in

each sub-region permit.

(c) The IPO's will deal with projects which are properly regarded

as multinational and sub-regional. However, it was recognized

that the delineation between these projects a,nd purely national

ones might be fluid in some borderline cases, where national

projects may serve to bo developed to serve multinational

purposes.

(d) The IPC's will deal with multinational or sub-regional
projects which have government support from the countries

involved. Projects of this kind which fall wholly in the

private sector will be supported by the IPC's only if the

governments involved indicate their approval of the projects.

(e) The industrial promotion centres hould develop close relation
ships to national centres, sub-regional and regional development

banks, and international organizations, especially UMIDO, U

was stressed that tha IPC's should not be rivals to existing

organizations and that they should neither be considered as

substitutes for thorn. The industrial promotion centres should

function as part of a co-ordinated system embracing adequa*o

national sub-regional, regional and global machinery.

(f) The IPC's should look to 13ID0, specialized agencies and othor
m organizations for thoir initial nucleus of staff. This is

to avoid duplication of both staff a*d U.K. activities within

the sub-region. The provision of counterparts from among

the nationals of the countries was regarded as an es3ential

element and indications of willin3ness on the Part of some donor
countries to assist with training were welcomed.
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(g) The Executive Secretary should follow up the contacts

already made with donor countries who had indicated' ' \

willingness to assist with facilities - staff and furcls -

in the_ setting up of'the overseas investment centres at the ■-

appropriate time* . *

(h) An important function of the IPC's and perhaps their

raison d'etre is to assist and protect both the- foreign

investors and African countries in order to ensure a

favourable climate for investment and co-operationswhich

. . is essential to rapid industrialization.

(i) All requests for assistance for invautment promotion centres

should t>w channelled through the appropriate IOTP Representa

tive.

(o) The determination of the location of the IPC.1 s should "be

allowed to emerge from consultation among interested member

State-,

(k)
The Executive Secret i-.ry should, in undertaking further steps

towards the setting up and operation of I?Cs,solicit the co-operation

of appropriate international and regional organisations, in particular,

UNIDO and the Afro-Asian Organization for Economic Cooperation,




